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ROOM, BOARD, TUITION AND MATERIAL'S COSTS
1972 - 1973
NOTE: During 1972-1973 the American dollar was worth
between 4.8 and 4.5 Swedish kronor. All expenses
given in Swedish kronor should be divided by 4.5
to determine the approximate U.S. dollar equiv
alent. The Danish krone to dollar exchange rate
was 6.3 to 1 respectively in February of 1973 and
6.0 kroner to the dollar in Norway. The costs
listed here are for the 1972-1973 year and will
rise, no doubt, every year. Current school ex
penses can be obtained from the schools by request.
Payments usually can be made by bank draft, or
check, preferably from a large, well known bank, or
if in Scandinavia already, by post bank draft .
STIFTELSON CAPELLAGARDEN
Vickleby
380 60 FMrjestaden
Sweden
telephone: 0485/361 32
SUMMER COURSES 1973
woodworking, textiles, ceramics
first session: June 26 - July 15, 1973
second session: July 24 - August 12, 1973
tuition: 350 Swedish kronor
double room and board: 670 Swedish kronor
single room and board: 795 Swedish kronor
gardening
coursetime: April 1 - October 31, 1973
tuition: free
double room and board: 500 Swedish kronor per month
single room and board: 600 Swedish kronor per month
materials cost for the summer courses: 50 - 100 Swedish kronor
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woodworking, textiles, ceramics
Fall term: August 21 - December 20, 1972
Spring term: January 1 - June 6, 1973
tuition: 175 Swedish kronor per month
room and board: 580 Swedish kronor per month
materials cost: Materials for projects done under the
auspices of the school are for gratis.
The school, however, claims all rights
to such work. Materials for independent
projects must be paid for in full by the
student and can be purchased from the
school .
MALMSTENS VERKSTADSSKOLA
FrejavMgen 5
181 32
Lidingb"
Sweden
telephone: 167 35 26
woodworking, ceramics, textiles, metal working
tuition: 1,200 Swedish kronor per term (two terms a year)
materials cost: 500 Swedish kronor a year
The school does not provide housing and only one meal a
day is served - a hot lunch for less than five kronor. Living
accommodations must be found in the greater Stockholm area.
Room and board in Stockholm may cost as much as one thousand
kronor a month.
STENEBYSKOLAN
Fack 42
660 10 Dais Langed
Sweden
telephone: 0531 400 33
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woodworking, textiles, blacksmithing, basketry
double room: 73 kronor per month
single room: 79.25 kronor per month
tuition: 25 kronor per term
materials cost: The students pay for materials but may
do what they wish with what they make.
KONSTINDUSTRISKOLAN
Kristinelundsgatan 6-8
411 32 Gtiteborg
Sweden
director's phone: 031/20 87 65
furniture design, ceramics, testiles
tuition: 100 Swedish kronor per term
materials cost: 100 kronor per term
The school provides no housing or meals. Room and board
in Gdteborg can cost as much as 750-1,000 kronor a month.
KONSTFACKSKOLAN
ValhallavMgen 191
115 27 Stockholm
Sweden
telephone: 08/67 95 50
interior design, ceramics, textiles, metal working
tuition: 35 Swedish kronor per term
materials: paid for by the student
The school serves lunch free but provides no other board
or accommodations. Room and board in Stockholm can cost as much
as one thousand kronor a month.
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iOJHSTHAANDVAERKSKOLEN
Ahlefelvsgade 2
1359 Copenhagen K
Denmark
furniture design, ceramics, textiles, graphics
tuition fee: free
materials: paid for by the student
The school provides no room or board. Living in
Copenhagen can cost as much as one thousand three hundred
Danish kroner a month.
THE ROYAL DANISH ACADEMY OF FINE ART
Kongens Nytorv 1
DK-1050 Copenhagen K
telephone: 126860, ext. 302
furniture and interior design
tuition: free
materials : free
The school does not undertake to provide housing, but
does run a student cafeteria at which meals may be purchased,
Living in Copenhagen can cost as much as one thousand three
hundred Danish kroner a month.
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SCHOOL EVALUATION FORMAT
I. Name of School
A. boarding or day school
B. address
C. crafts majors offered
D. status of foreign student applicants
1. application procedure
2. portfolio requirements
3. language proficiency required
E. School calendar
F. Crafts courses offered
1. program breakdown
a. related art courses required
b. academic subjects offered
2. programs aim
3. studio facilities
a. machinery
b. working space
c . lighting
4. studio atmosphere and the nature of the work done there
G. School's surroundings and accessibility
H. Philosophy behind the school
I. Students' opinions of their school
INTRODUCTION
Scandinavian crafts design has long been loved and appreciated
all over the world for its fine, delicate line, and airy forms.
However, this design, whose simple beauty has for so long been
cherished, is in decline in the world's favor. Scandinavia is rich
in tradition, and its crafts' ties to the past are conspicuous in
these times of unrelenting technological advance. Though Danish
modern furniture is still truly beautiful today, it is regarded
beautiful in a classic sense. Swedish accessory items are as hand
some, comfortable in the hand, and utilitarian as ever, yet the
popularity of all diminishes.
In order for such a decline of the appreciation of such things
to occur, something else must gain in popularity in their stead, lest
there be slack in the public's interest, and so as the Italians put
into furniture what they have always reserved for sports car bodies,
and the Germans run off with numerous international design awards, the
Scandinavian crafts prominence in the world wanes. Even Yuguslavia bids
now for recognition of its design talents, and once again the public's
attention is divided up and delt back out in increasingly smaller
portions. Such is the sign of the times. The proliferation of the
production of new goods exceeds our ability to accept these unfamiliar
new items in our environs. Indeed, the time left allotted for the
appreciation of each of the market's handsome new goods is becoming so
short so as to be of no consequence whatsoever. We are dumbfounded, we
strain our eyes to take in all that which is faster than eye and brain
can comprehend. There is no time but for an Ooo! or an Ah! per item,
and then we must flip the page if we are to get through the pile of this
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month's new publications on current products, before next month's magazines
come out.
Scandinavia must certainly have more crafts schools per person than
any other definable area in the world. There was a great demand for these
institutions at the turn of the century as the crafts became industrialized.
The need for production personnel and designers gave rise to numerous private
and state run technical and design schools. With the advent of this industri
alization the master craftsman and crafts guild disappeared from Scandinavia
altogether. Two distinct professions arose in their stand - the production
craftsman's and that of the industrial designer. The high ratio of crafts
schools to the population of Scandinavia is, quite naturally directly pro
portional to the abundance of crafts production personnel in relation to
consumers. So high a ratio is unique, no where else on earth are the talents
of the designer and craftsman so appreciated by so many.
The marriage of the crafts and industry in Scandinavia has been a rela
tively happy one. The quality of the design and fabrication of the crafts
items has suffered little from industrialization. The crafts, production and
quality, although strange bedfellows in other industrial regions of the world,
are no strangers to each other here.
The industrialization of the Scandinavian crafts has, however, done away with
the designer-craftsman, or master craftsman as he was once known. There are few,
if any, producers of one of a kind custom items in Scandinavia now, yet the
designer-craftsman's services are expensive, and his value questionable in an
area where beautiful, mass produced items can be had relatively cheaply. It is
this lack of fine production pieces that has given birth to the growth of the
designer-craftsman culture in the United States today. Scandinavia unquestionably
is possessed of an older, more uniform crafts culture, as any objective observer
of the Scandinavian crafts schools and products can easily see. Yet my purpose
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herein is not so much to make good the comparison of the American and Scandi
navian crafts scenes, but to evaluate specific Danish and Swedish crafts
schools as objectively as possible, so as to provide my peers with an insight
and guide to the region's most prominent crafts institutions.
An an aspiring furniture designer-craftsman myself, my choice of schools
for evaluation may most interest those with similar ambitions. However, most
of the schools included herein offer courses in textiles, ceramics and smithery
as well. A bit about each field will be included in the following pages, but
as a woodworker, my most enthousiastic, disappointing and knowledgeable
reporting will be of the furniture departments. I am not so concerned with
the detailed evaluations of each crafts program though, as I am with an over
all picture of the schools. I hope to be able to put across to the reader
something of the spirit of the places, as well as to describe the
schools'
physical surroundings and program structures.
Also included are:
1. what to expect to find in the way of housing in the big cities of
Scandinavia
2. language program information
3. cost factors - room, board, tuition and materials
4. reliable further information addresses
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THE MALMSTEN STIGMA
One cannot very well understand the status, the method, and the end to
which woodworking training is aimed in Scandinavia today, if one is not fa
miliar with the role that Carl Malmsten played in its development. Malmsten
so dominated this domain in Sweden and Norway for fifty years, that a paper
about woodworking in Scandinaiva today, minus a Malmsten background, is little
more than orderly rows of little black dots on white paper. Of Sweden's six
most promineEJ crafts training schools, two were founded by Malmsten person
ally, and two others were opened by estranged Malmsten followers. In short,
the Malmsten stigma is most noticeable in a county of eight and a half million
inhabitants in which two thirds of the school crafts education is Malmsten
influenced .
Malmsten 's prominence in the field began with the publication of his book
let entitled "Concerning the Swedish Character within the Art Culture", in
1914. In it, Malmsten, with fiery youthful idealism, put forth the philosophy
to which he ascribed adamantly nearly all his life. All that he said sprang
out of two simple premises, that industrialism was ruinous, and that the sancti
ty of the work of the hands must never give way to industrialism. All of his
ideas of a more specific nature reflected these principles. Of the purpose of
his 1914 booklet a Malmsten student writes:
Carl Malmsten wanted to show how Swedish nature and
the Swedish temperament, in their own ways, influ
enced domestic architecture, art the building trades
and handwork. He wanted to make clear how in our
time, the industrial powers and ambitions resulted
in honest or indifferent representation of the Swedish
character as manifested in building creativity, hand
work, and interior design, and how, already, the
chlldrens*
schooling foundations should be laid, con
tinuing on into the trade schools, which were then
beginning to be established, to allow for the pro
pagation of the culture.
Malmsten 's abhorrence of the advent of his beloved handcrafts being
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industrialized is clearly evident when he wrote:
To be sure, the higher modern technology adds to present
day man's Babylonian Tower, likewise more and more zealous
become those who want to raise the powers of outer ugli
ness and inner worthlessness , which is the inevitable
result of this tremendous materialistic expansion, which
indeed, gives on the dizzying sensation of an endless
course forward , where no rest and composure place awaits . .
..The old - good work grew form within the personal usage
production system and knit, in this way man closer to the
land and environment in which he lived We ought to
learn of the spirit which we encounter in the old work
and in the home lands nature
Here he propounds a "back to the roots" philosophy, and here it is plain to
see that his man suffered the throws of Toffler's "future shock" even in
1914.
Malmsten felt that although man had a natural Instinct to produce with
his hands, this instinct was not of sufficient strength to preserve the
handwork culture. The culture would require guidance, regional directors
and agents to prod the culture on and to guide it. This was to be the job
of competent, well rounded architects, or professional designers. Malmsten
articulated these points when he wrote in 1914 that:
this value's influx (the value of handwork) is not
sufficient enough to lay down a permanent base for a
living cultural form The Swedish architects renaissance
behooves likewise roots in tradition and personal creative
ability as well. The architects demand on the other side,
other attributes - familiarity with interior design and
hanwork, that they fully understand the setting they pro
vide for the long drama we live There is one element
of the old guild institution worth reinstating, but even
more should be demanded of it today. Working within the
traditional frame these guild era masters followed the
new influences slowly, changing and forming the future
masters likewise. Their present day heirs must not merely be
at home in the craft, but also bring to maturity the art's
rhythm, pitoral and sculptural principles. The modern
masters shall give the arts the foothold in life that it
is now destitute of. In its creativity the folk art's
traditions will be more than the old masters
'
, whose
place they will take up. Under the architects guiding
hands the art and the elevated home art will seek out a
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uniform national art culture. 3
This "uniform national art culture" to be sought out, was not to be
found in the present, or newly formed of modern elements. This "uniform
national art culture" was to be the embodiment of that which had been
developing for centuries. This "art culture" would be truly repre
sentative of the Swedish temperament. The directors of the art culture
movement were to see to this. Malmsten stated that:
Like the old countryside school, these nurturers are
to be profoundly captive to and perceptive of the
Swedish character's distinctions, because later they
are to be able to express this temperament in color
and form. Here develops a working power, which from
its foundation, does away with the professional
division (the division of the designer and hand
worker I presume).
Nor would the guidance of the architects be sufficient in maintaining
the culture and fighting industrialism. Their guidance was of little
consequence without an institution through which they could influence the
people, and so Malmsten predicted the establishment of "a handworkers academy,
national in scope, for both under graduates and graduates, under uniform
direction Thus an institution will be created, whose purpose is, in all its
amplitude, to assault the evil industrialists cause: the ruinous division of
art and hand work. "5
This national crafts institution, once established, and manned by the
enlightened architects, would encourage what Malmsten called "a renaissance
of the working folks home crafts, crafts not for sale, but for personal use...
The people shall have some counterweight to balance with skilled labor, and
possess outlets for their creative desires and abilities, that every sound
man has within himself."6
Malmsten attacked the school system and likened the schools in existence
then to factories, a comparison that is commonly made today, but was unpre
cedented then. He was a radical educator in his time. He wrote of the de-
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ficiencies of the school system that:
The Swedish school crafts, such as they are presented
now, are interely unsuitable. Here the training is
fashioned after the same unimaginative precision as
machine production, with the repression of all Indi
vidual artistic invention. Compare this lifeless
craft (production work) with the pleasures of personal
work. Now drawing training in the childrens' classrooms
is beginning to be reformed from its prebiously obvious
dearth, to a freer imaginativeness. We should support
this same excellent ambition in the crafts, to provide
a place where children can work with body and soul.
Much in the same way the folk before them possessed,
through the handicrafts, a natural schooling in aes
thetics, the crafts should, in combination with render
ing, become the nurturer for the feeling for what is
naturally beautiful, which is now totally neglected.7
For Malmsten childrens' schooling was not to be a sawdust dry presentation
of material to be absorbed and reiterated mechanically on request. Mathematics,
reading and writing aren't nearly so naturally come by as the handworking
instinct in the child. Malmsten argued that this natural instinct had just as
much, if not more, reason to be developed in school as any academic subject or
other natural talent. Of the importance of the development of creative
ability in school Malmsten stated, "It is a reflection of childrens* and
primitive
mans' instinct, the school experience must be taken at hand and be
made fruitful for one for the whole of his life. So shall a life replenishing
spring be opened. From within the school crafts a new home crafts movement
shall grow, and thus established, outlets for manual dexterity will be found. "8
Malmsten*
s rebirth of the homeland crafts culture required firstly; a
national institution in which his precepts could be proffered, secondly;
professional designers to man the schools, teach the principles of good design,
and indoctrinate the Impressionable youngsters to Malmstenian philosophy, and
thirdly; a uniform program to be followed and directed by one benevolent
administrator, a founding father. Of this Malmsten wrote:
Some impulse giver, developer, a teacher, should oversee
the masters' work: to become the culture's mentor, working
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simultaneously to bring a breath of fresh air into
our industrial world. This merely is a comceptlon
of the reconstruction of our art culture's funda
mental dearth. Powers of intimate contact with nature
culture and life's work with the personal art and
art hand work foundations. Here, with rekindled
interest the art will grow from our lives, it is an
abyss now. Our land, with nature's majestic spirit,
is predominent in our disposition, and our desire
to fasten our lives to reality, in order to bring
the artistic powers to maturity, ought to achieve
this fusion of practical and aesthetic work, with
the ultimate aim of producing the beautiful,
attractive home for all our lands inhabitants, and
give the whole of our culture a powerful trip on our
hearts. The road there is long relegated to the
future and only step by step can such a transformation
come about. '
That Malmsten aspired to be that "founding father" of the "living art culture"
is plain for all to see in the following up of his life's history.
In 1949, a full thirty five years after his 1914 booklet came out, Malmsten
published a book entitled The Middle's Domain (Mittens Rike) , "about the Hands '
work and human cultivation." In it he expands still further, and more urgently
upon his principle of the sanctity of hand work. In his obsession with the
hands he makes of them a near deity. In the Middle's Domain he wrote:
During the handworker's and self sufficiency era man's
hand was his primary instrument in persuing his creative
ambitions. Through them he trod in close alliance with
the land upon which he lived, their work indicated
human measure, mirrored his essence, security and
communicativeness to nature, and culture tradition gave
weekend and weekday artistic elevation The hand is
one with man. It is his passions, his life's ever
present servant. Hand and breath have, during the
milleniums, in co-operation, built man a home ami
cultures. ....
Now that rechanization, more and more, abrogates
natural social order, which gave us priceless edu
cation, and cultural roots, our civilization is
deprived of its sincerity.10
The previous quotes out of Malmsten's 1949 book are Indicative of the
adamancy with which he adhered to his original precepts. In a full thirty
five years time, he had not changed his tune one note.
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What of people's reaction to Malmsten? For most of those cognizant
of his philosophy these principles, his ideas were untenable. For the few
remaining, Malmsten 's word was gospel, and it was with religious-like
fervor that he and his disciples set out to establish their "uniform
living art culture" in Sweden and Norway. It was in the birth of this
culture that the people were to be relieved of some of the sordid results
of the industrialization.
Beginning in 1922 "Malmstenlan" summer courses, boarding schools and
study circles sprang up out of the earth, so to speak, all over Sweden and
Norway. They operated briefly, then closed or were taken over by the state,
their founders in philosophical dispute and the schools financially unstable.
No less than twenty Malmsten affiliated schools and woodworking seminars
have existed at one time or another in Sweden and Norway. Only three of the
schools were of any permanence, and of these three, two exist today. Malms tens
verkstadskola was founded in 1930 in Stockholm with four students. It operates
today in its original location with approximately twenty students in attendance,
In 1957 Malmsten acquired Capellagarden, a small farm plot in Vickleby Village
on Oland, and in 1958 opened the newly founded school for summer courses.
In 1960 the school was fully operative year around, offereng ceramics, wood
working, textiles and gardening. It is in this capacity that it operates
today.
Altough Malmsten fell far short of achieving his tremendously ambitious,
anachronistic, and revolutionary goal, his influence while living and dead
on the Swedish furniture culture is tremendous. Malmsten is virtually a
household word in Sweden. His name and his design, old as it is, is singly
most prominent in the furniture field today. His folk art principles,
however, already the victims of time and change at birth, don't exist any
where in their original purity and simplicity, not even in those institutions
that he left behind him.
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Jim Krenov, Sweden's foremost designer-craftsman today, an acquaintance
of Malmsten, says of him, "He died a bitter old man. He was successful in
interpreting certain folk art forms in his furniture designs, but he
accomplished little else. He was singularly minded, selfish and not at
all a pleasant person." Others have said of Malmsten, that although he was
a revolutionary educator in 1914, he was a cantankerous authoritarian and
hopeless anachronism in 1960.
The advent of Malmsten *s rise to singular prominence is easily explained.
Sweden is a small country, and although modern in appearance, it is still
quite provincial under the surface, even today. There is little room here
for more than one big name, if each is to be responsible for the establish
ment of some twenty odd schools and seminars. Malmsten foresaw the division
of the designer and the craftsman in 1914, the result or effect of industrialism
and he moved in to fill that gap unchallenged. Malmsten, now dead, leaves
that gap unstopped. There are many designers in Scandinavia, and three times
as many craftsmen at least, but the designer-craftsman is a rare bird here
indeed .
The Malmsten stigma rears its ugly head in most every trade school in
Scandinavia today. These schools, as Malmsten himself once referred to them,
are "...entirely unsuitable. Here the training is fashioned after the same
unimaginative precision as machine production, with the repression of all
individual artistic invention." It is no wonder that Malmsten died a bitter
old man. He failed to accomplish his ends, even in the schools he founded.
The trade schools now produce little else but Malmsten designs - twenty years
old or older. Malmsten lived to see his dreams dashed to the ground and his
influence a stagnating, repressive hindrance.
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STIFTELSEN CAPELLAGARDEN
(boarding school)
Vickleby
380 60 Farjestaden
Sweden
telephone: 4585/361 32
OFFERING: textiles, ceramics, woodworking, gardening
STATUS OF tOREIGN STUDENT APPLICANTS:
Foreign students have no special status here and apply to the
major programs as the Swedish students do. Acceptance is by order of
merit which is determined by the director of the school. There are no
international student quotas, but the school is not internationally well
known, so the majority of the students in attendance are Swedish.
APPLICATION INFORMATION:
Application is to be made on the school's special form which can
be obtained by request from the director by post, along with any other
information desired. Information in both English and Swedish is available.
The application is due before June fifteenth and acceptance is announced
about a month afterwards.
These things must be included with application:
1. birth certificate or other suitable proof of age
2. witnessed transcript from the school last attended
3. itemization of previous related study or experience
No knowledge of the language is necessary, but is certainly hjlps. The
instructors here, almost without exception, cannot speak English. Many of
the students do, however, and English speaking students are accepted on the
grounds that numerous
"interpreters"
attend the school. Capellagarden is
a good place to learn the language by living with it, but a formal six week
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introductory course to Swedish before entering school would be invaluable.
SCHOOL CALENDAR:
The school terms correspond to those in the U.S.
Fall Term: third week in August - third week in December
Spring Term: first week in January - first week in June
COURSES OFFERED
WOODWORKING:
fourteen students in attendance
informal one through four year program
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. practical benchwork and theory
2. rendering
3. furniture design
4. work studies (projects)
5. workshop economics
6. history of art
7, drawing in the round
8. gym
PROGRAM'S AIM:
"Training is internded to foster the knowledge and to develop the
skill in the craft of furniture making which is necessary for those
who will be earning their living as carpenters, furniture repairers,
cabinet makers and designers, as well as for those who intend to
continue their training and to become handicraft teachers or individual
craftsmen in wood."
PREREQUISITES FOR ENTRY TO PROGRAM:
"In general it is expected that a two-year course in joinery will
have already been completed before entrance to Capellagarden is applied
for, but applicants with obvious ability who express an ambition to
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become hanicrafts teachers, individual craftsmen or designers can be
accepted without having undergone any previous training. "12
SHOP FACILITIES:
Senchroom - small, fourteen benches, not too well lit, but well
equipped with the necessary hand tools
Machineroom - small, a bit crowded, but well equipped:
1. ahaper 8. dovetailer-router
2. 16" ban saw 9. horizontal and standing drill presses
3. 18" jointer-planer 10. pneumatic drum sander
4. 18" thicknesser 11. 4 'way lathe
5. panel sander 12. free standing router
6. table saw 13. samll lumber kiln
7- jig saw
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The shop is warm and friendly and a comfortable place in which to work.
the craftsmanship of the students ranges from poor to excellent and design
ability from poor to fair by progressive American designer-craftsman's
standards. In general, their work here exhibits competent technique, but
little imaginative or creative independence or sense, not does the school
encourage progressive design. The instructor believes in and teaches
through the Malmsten philosophy. The school is a "home crafts institution",
they make folksy stuff here. It is through no gross neglect that the
contemporary is not studied here, the school exists for the express purpose
of teaching the folk crafts. Those who are not interested in the folk crafts
have no business going to Capellagarden.
Every other project in the wood shop is made for the school store.
The school pays for the materials for the projects and provides the design
of the project to be made. Students pay for the materials for then own work.
They make simple wood items and reproduce Malmsten design during both their
school and free time, although free time projects are not restricted to
folk crafts design.
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One will find sufficient opportunity here to vent his or her urge to
work with the hands, but won't suffer the strain of having to continually
produce original work. Malmsten *s "uniform folk-art culture" precludes
originality by necessity, otherwise it could not be uniform, one of the
many rifts in the philosophy.
TEXTILES:
fourteen students in attendance
one and two year programs
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN
1. weaving 6. the study of natural materials
2. embroidery 7. drawing and art history
3. lacemaklng 8. cost accounting
4. spinning 9. psychology
5. dying 10. gym
PROGRAM'S AIM:
"The instruction of both textiles and ceramics is to give pupils
a practical training and to develop an artistic approach so as to
enable them to continue as individual craftsmen or as members of a
team in a studio, a workshop or in
industry."1*
STUDIO FACILITIES:
The textile studio consists of three or four warm and comfortable
rooms. There are twenty some odd Swedish looms of various beam breadths,
a print and dye room and an area for spinning, carding flax, etc...
STUDIO ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The students are seemingly happy and industrious in this studio.
No art weaving of any sort is done here, only traditional Swedish weaving,
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yet there is a wealth of knowledge to be gained here. The students go out
into the countryside and gather the makings, of natural dyes and fabrics.
The textile program is only one or two years long and is a wonderful
place to leam the basics of weaving, printing, lace making, spinning
and the preparation of natural vegetable dyes and weaving materials. All
work done duting the day is under the auspices of the school and reserved
for sale by the school. The materials for school projects are paid for
by the school. The materials for the students independent work are not.
CERAMICS:
fourteen students in attendance
one and two year programs
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. throwing
2. knowledge of the materials
3. cost accounting
4. drawing and art history
5. psychology
6. handbuilding technique
7. gym
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To provide an artistic background to the craft and to prepare the
students to work as a team member in a studio, in a factory or as a
designer craftsman.
PREREQUISITE FOR ENTRY TO PROGRAM : No previous esperlence is required
STUDIO FACILITIES:
The studio is small, well lit and comfortable. Each student has
his own wheel, kiln space is limited and the clay is hand mixed. There
is no pug mill and the clay is hand wedged. A modicum of glaze theory is
gone over, but glaze facilities are not extensive.
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The students are industr ious and enthoueiastic. Their work is
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technically competent, but their design unprogressive. This shop is a
good place for the beginner to learn the basics, but won't suit the
advanced potter at all.
CONDITIONS FOR ACCEPTANCE TO THE COURSES IN GENERAL:
"A pronounced talent in practical and artistic work and, in general,
an ability to make good use of the teacMng available in the
school."1*
There is a probation period of four weeks. Those not capable of adjusting
to the school's way of life may be asked to leave.
GENERAL AIM OF THE COURSES:
" A good number of visits ere made to places of educational value to
the pupils in the various departments concerned. Furthermore the school
aims at presenting its pupils with experiences and viewpoints relating to
the cultural and social life of the community. To give the pupils a good
opportunity for the sound development of their personalities is one of the
main principles of the philosophy behind Capellagarden. "15
INSTRUCTION:
There are forty class hours per week. The workshops are open after
class hours and on the weekends for independent work. A formal program is
followed by each respective major for those with no previous experience, with
so many hours per week devoted to each of the subjects in a program.
CAPPEIAGARDEN'S SURROUNDINGS AND ACCESSIBILITY
Capellagarden is almost as isolated as one can be in Sweden, just short
of living in the Arctic circle. The school is on the island of Bland, the
south easternmost part of Sweden, in the little village of Vickleb;, . Kalmar,
the only nearby town of appreciable size, is on the mailand twelve miles away.
The bus to the mailand runs twice a day and at very inconvenient times for
Capellagarden students. The students travel by personal car to Kalmar to shop
or go to one of Its several discoteques. Gdteborg and Stockholm, Sweden's
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largest cities and cultural centers, lie six and eight hours away respectively
by train. Capellagarden is the most isolated of all the crafts schools in
Sweden .
The island of Aland is beautiful, in its own way. Its clean beaches,
camping areas and interesting historical sights make it a favorite Swedish
vacation spot. The island has a wealth of medieval castle ruins, churches
and windmills. Traces of the viking culture are nearly as numerous. The
climate is mild in general, but not so the winds that sweep powerfully over
the flat island. For the students of Capellagarden, the nature of the island
is not at all objectionable.
THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND CAPELLAGARDEN:
"Carl Malmsten, the founder of Capellagarden, conceived the basic ideas
behind the Foundation and framed the teaching principles of the School.
Carl Malmstu-a is amongst the most genuine of the Swedish personalities of
our time. Polemical, strongly individualistic and uncompromising, he has
fought for more than fifty years for a higher standard of design in general
and for the education of the individual as a whole. He has established an
epoch and encountered bitter opposition, but no one has ever denied his
talents and originality or denied his burning Idealism: natural co-operation
of hand, feeling and thought."16
Capellagarden is the only truly representative memorial to Carl Malmsten
left anywhere today. The school founded personally by Malmsten in 1958, has
operated successfully now for fifteen years. The school's staff believe
deeply in the Malmsten philosophy and have effectively preserved the school
format that Malmsten himself designed. Any elements of the school that
don't reflect Malmsten 's original philosophy, as stated in his publication,
is not the fault of the school's staff. Malmsten, unyielding as he was,
compromised himself in his old age. Thus the school today is not so purely
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Malmstenian as his 1914 and 1949 publications might suggest the school should be.
The Capellagarden staff are proud of the principles they uphold. The
write of Capellagarden that: "This school, with its components of work and life,
tradition and the present day closely integrated, shall stand in the forefront
of those, who, in these disjointed times, are fighting for human values and
warmth, and wish to give the home, the family and the group an opportunity for
Indulging in creative and purposeful activities . "17
Few schools in existence today can claim to pursue their founding principles
as conscientiously as Capellagarden. In fact, few administrators, faculty and
students at schools today are even aware of their schools' founding philosophies.
Capellagarden is not "national in scope", and far from being the "nurturer of a
uniform national art culture that Malmsten dreamed of, it is, however, success
ful in carrying on, relatively true to form, the Malmsten philosophy, on how
ever small a scale it operates.
THE CAPELLAGARDEN ATMOSPHERE:
Capellagarden is truly a close, warm and secure little community of
people with similar interests. Despite the isolation of the school, the
students don't complain of having nothing to do. The shops are open all the
time and the students pursue their crafts Interest, working independently,
during their free time. The class study groups are small, closely knit, and
there is a healthy exchange of thought between students and school staff.
The directors rapport with the students is good and his contact with his
charges constant.
The physical being of the school lends much to the Capellagarden experience.
The buildings are old, ramshackle, personable and comfortable. The students
live In several different buildings about the school and have no complaints with
the accomodations or the food, which is the best the author has yet to
encounter in any Swedish boarding school.
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The Capellagarden staff plays an Important role in maintaining the
congenial, harmonious community. A brief assembly in the cafeteria after
breakfast everyday is intended to foster a feeling of community through
the reading of poetry, the singing of songs and the announcement of
little orts of information of interest to all. This deliberate pursuit
of purposeful co-living, plus the school's isolation, allows for the
success of the communal spirit of the place.
If one is able to cope with the problems encountered while living in
any foreign culture, and finds this school's philosophy agreeable, he or
she could find a stay at Capellagarden very rewarding as a living experience,
rather than an opportunity to grow considerably in competence in a craft.
THE STUDENTS 'OPINIONS OF THEIR "SCHOOL:
The people here are generally happy with the school. "There are more
good things to be said of the school than bad," seamed to be the attitude
most prevalent amonst the student body. This school's special atmosphere
tends to weed out those that aren't suited to the place though, so the
author rather suspects that there was no one about the school from whom he
could find out what is wrong with the place from a student's point of
view.
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MALMSTENS VERKSTADSKOLA
(day school)
Renstiernas Gata 12
116 31 Stockholm
Sweden
telephone: 08/42 34 37
offering: woodworking
STATUS OF FOREIGN STUDENT APPLICATION:
Foreign students amy enter the school's formal one or two year programs
or stay longer if they wish, provided it can be arranged with the director of
the school. If one enters the formal programs it is best that he or she
speak some Swedish, the director of the school speaks none and the instructors
little more. Entrance as a special guest student doing independent work may
be arranged for. This, however, depends on whether or not the school has in
its employ an instructor who Is willing to take on the extra task when
application is made.
APPLICATION INFORMATION:
Applicants must be at least seventeen years of age. Application is
made to the director of the school on the school's special form. The
application is due in mid May, no acceptance date is specified. All
information the school has about itself is in Swedish. No portfolio is
required, but it is suggested In school literature that the student visit
the school personally before applying, and if a personal visit is made,
photos or drawings of projects done be brought along to be reviewed by the
director. Included with application should be:
1. two pass photos of the applicant
2. birth certificate or other official proof of age
3. previous related school and work history
SCHOOL
CALENDAR:'
No specific dates can be given, but the school follows a normal school
year. It opens in the Fall and closes in the Spring, with a month off for
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Christmae and time off for holidays as well.
COURSE OFFERED:
Woodworking :
twenty students
one and two year programs
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN
1. shop safety
2. machine maintenance
3. hand tool maintenance
4. benchwork and basic joinery and machine processes
5. construction theory
6. materials study
7. design and fabrication of furniture
8. advanced veneering practises
9. study of form laminations
10.hand and machine sanding
11. finishing practises
12. gym
13. freehand drawing
14. perspective drawing
15. orthographic projection
16. 3-d design and model making
17. interior decoration rendering training
18. art history
PROGRAM'S AIM:
The program is meant to provide for the practice and artistic skills
one must have to become a tradeschool teacher, through furniture makers'
and Interior decorators' training.
PREREQUISITES FOR ACCEPTANCE TO PROGRAM:
No previous experience is required if one desires to become a designer
craftsman, teacher or designer.
W00D8H0P FACILITIES:
There are two benchrooms, both adequate in size and lighting. One bench
room adjoins the machine room, but the other is two flights of stairs away.
THere are individual hand tool boxes and benches enough to go around. The
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machine room is small and a bit crowded but well equipped:
1. panel sander 8. mortiser
2. edge sander 9. dovetailer
3. thicknesser 10. ban saw
4. joiner planer 11. veneer press
5. stand router 12. finish room
6. overhead router 13. lathe
7- tenon cutter 14. drill press
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE
The shop is comfortable enough to work in. The students are industrious
and their craftsmanship varies from poor to excellent, depending on their
previous backgrounds or length of stay at the school. There is, however,
a serious lack of creative expression in the work here. The school serves
as a manufacturing unit for a store selling Malmsten and home craft items.
Consequently, the students are required to produce a certain amount of
Malmsten furniture. The school provides the materials for these projects,
the students pay for those materials expended for independent work.
Little independent work is done here though, and even the independent
projects have Malmsten written all over them. Kresov, who teaches a seminar
group at the school now, said in interview, "We don't have a good creative
school here at all."
The students' complacency with their lot here is common in the trade
schools in Sweden and Norway. They know no other system. They are content
to be told that they are being trained to be creative, and then produce
and emmulate
others' designs. What the author seeas as the dangerous
debilitating loss of identity, they accept here without alarm. Krenov
has said of the furniture scene in Scandinavia now, "Well you have
production and then you have me,
hunh?"
Krenov is one of the few designer-craftsmen left in all of Scandinavia,
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but he is not Scandinavian trained, born or raised. He is the only
forceful crafts personality the author encountered at any Swedish or
Norwegian school.
SCHOOL'S SURROUNDINGS:
Malmsten 's school is smack dab in the middle of Stockholm. It takes
up part of two different floors of a small factory and office building.
It consists of the machine room, the two benchrooms, finish room, locker
room, director's office, drawing room, and students sitting room and
kitchen. The school does not undertake to feed or house its students.
Living in Stockholm has all the advantages and disadvantages of living
in a big city. If one must live in the city though, Scandinavia's
cities are as nice to live in as one will find anywhere.
THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE SCHOOL
Malmsten 's school was founded by Malmsten in 1930 with four students
right where it is today. He wanted to run it as a private school, free of
state support, so that he could determine its activities as he saw fit.
He wanted to make of his students good designer-craftsmen, equally
talented in both skills. He wanted to instill in his students all those
principles that he propounded all his life. His control of the school
was short lived, however, when he had to accept state funds to keep it
open. Malmstens Verkstadsskola, no longer his own show, was left in
other hands to be run. He left nothing behind there in Stockholm but
the file full of designs that they faithfully produce to this day, and
the fallacy that the school ever existed for the cultivation of good
designer-craftsmen .
Today the school claims to provide a well rounded program,encouraging
the
students'development as aesthetic woodworkers. The school staff
claims to be training designer-craftsmen, designers and teachers, they
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leave the turning out of factory technicians for the other trade schools
to undertake, or so they say, but it is extremely difficult to distiguish
this school from any other trade school in Scandinavia, except by its
name and locale. The school does indeed produce woodworkers, the
aesthetic judgement of the students is, however, questionable. The
school does not fulfill its objectives and shortchanges its students.
It lacks, more than anything else, good management, dynamic leadership
and progressive Instructors. It's stuck in the mire with all the other
trade schools now.
THE STUDENT'S OPINIONS OF THEIR SCHOOL:
Most of the student body are content with what the school has to
offer. They don't have much to say but, "We wouldn't be here if we
didn't like it, would we?" The few dissidents that do go the school
object to the Malmsten enigma stifling the place, the suppression of
their individuality, and the school's lack of competent direction.
A student doing independent work here could have a good time. The
school's facilities are more than adequate, but the shop is only open
forty hours a week. Anyone of forceful personality whose patience with
mediocrity is short, will not be happy here in the one or two year
formal programs.
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NYCKELVIKSSKOLAN
(Day school)
FrejavHgen 5
181 32 Lidlngo*
Sweden
telephone: 167 35 26
OFFERING^ orientation programs in textiles, woodworking, ceramics, metal
working and comprehensive courses in social work and architect's
assistant training
STATUS OF FOREIGN STUDENT APPLICANTS:
Foreign students have no special status at this school and participate
in the various planned programs just as the Swedes do. This should not
deter prospective applicants, however, as the school caters to the indi
viduality of the student and sufficient independence is granted to students
so as to satisfy even the freest of spirits. No knowledge of Swedish is
required, but it helps to know a bit of the language before entering, of
course. Most of the teachers here speak English quite well and the school
staff feels that as it is a hand work school, oral communication is not so
important as the thoughts expressed in one's work. A portfolio of twenty
drawings, paintings and or photos of three dimensional work is required.
Send no glass or framed items.
APPLICATION INFORMATION:
Application is to be made on the school's special form, and can be
obtained by request via post from the school. Included with the application
should be:
1. four pass photos of the applicant
2. birth certificate or other official proof of age
3. transcript from school last attended
4. itemization of previous experience related to the applicants' choice
of program
The application is due prior to May fifteenth and there Is a fifteen Swedish
crown application fee.
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SCHOOL YEAR CALENDAR:
The school year begins in the third week of August and ends in the
second of June. The year is broken up into different length terms for the
different programs. A current school year calendar giving the time off
for holidays can be obtained from the school if desired.
COURSES OFFERED:
The Crafts Orientation Program
one year in duration
twelve students in each craft
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
Each student takes nine weeks of every crafts during the year.
1. woodworking - basic joinery (20 hours/week)
2. weaving - weaving, printing and application (20 hours/week)
3. textiles 11 - spinning, knitting, macrame (20 hours/week)
4. metal working - repousse c. blacksmithlgng (20 hours /week)
5. ceramics - throwing,hand building and a modicum of glaze theory
(20 hours /week)
The remaining twenty hours of classtlme during the week are taken up
in drawing, painting, graphics, design and art history seminar groups.
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To familiarize the student with the various aspects of all the crafts.
PREREQUISITES FOR ENTRY TO PROGRAM:
No previous experience is required in any of the four crafts studied.
CERAMICS:
one year program
ten students
PROGRAM BEARDOWN:
1. throwing, handbuilding and materials study (24 hours /week)
2. drawing
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3. painting
4. graphics
5. art history seminar
The complimentary subjects to the craft are taken up in the remaining
sixteen hours during the week.
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To give the student interested in a particular crafts field a back
ground in the craft and to prepare the student for entry into a more
advanced crafts program at another institution.
PREREQUISITES FOR ACCEPTANCE TO THE PROGRAM:
A pronounced interest in the craft being applied to.
STUDIO FACILITIES:
The ceramic studio is small, but well lit, ana comfortable. There are
ten wheels which are shared by the students in the ceramics course and the
orientation course. There are two electric kQlns and limited firing space.
The clay comes already prepared and there are limited glazing facilities
and instruction.
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The studio is warm and friendly. The students are industrious,
enthouslastic and happy there. Their work is nothing special, but good
enough for beginners. The teacher's rapport with the students is great.
This is a good place to learn the rudiments of the craft.
WOODWORKING:
one year program
twelve students
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. basic woodworking - joinery, veneering (24 hours/week)
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2. drawing, painting and design (16 hours /week)
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To provide a basic background in the craft with which one can go on
to a higher level at a more advanced school.
PREREQUISITES FOR ACCEPTANCE TO PROGRAM:
A definite interest in woodworking.
SHOP FACILITIES:
There are two bench rooms and a machine room. The shop is a bit
cramped and not well lit, but good enough. There are enough good hand
tools and cramps to go around and sufficient maclinery for basic processes:
1. table saw
2. ban saw
3. lat:he
4. jointer planner
5. hand veneer press
6. drill press
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The atmosphere of this shop is agreeable enough. The
students'
projects
are usually small in scale, exhibit their
creators' limited woodworking
background and are traditional In design. This is a shop in which one
might expect to learn if he likes woodworking or not, as well as some of the
basics of the craft, but little else.
TEXTILES:
twelve students
one year program
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. weaving and weaving theory Cs year)
2. textile form (h year)
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3. printing, knitting, spinning, embroidery, applique
4. drawing, painting, graphics, design, color study, and art history
(16 hours/week)
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To familiarize the student with the various basic elements of the craft
and to provide the background in the craft with which the student can go on
to a more advanced training elsewhere.
PREREQUISITES FOR ACCEPTANCE TO PROGRAM:
A definite interest in the craft.
STUDIO FACILITIES:
The studio consists of two rooms of 24" wide looms and printing facilities.
*
*
These small looms suffice for the simple work that is required of the students.
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE
The work here, as in all the other shops, is basic traditional Swedish
stuff. The students are enthousiastic and industrious. This too is a good
place to learn the basics of the craft.
METAL WORKING1 :
one year program
twelve students
fROGRAK BREAKDOWN
1. metal working (24 hours/week)
a. forging
b. repousse
c. milllng-lathework
d. copper enameling
2. drawing, painting and design (16 hours/week)
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To familiarize the student with the basics of the craft and to prepare
them for further training elsewhere.
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SHOP FACILITIES :
This shop consists of several different rooms, one containing tooling
machines (lathe, drill press, etc.), another with enameling, soldering and
welding facilities, and a bench room for hand work. There are tools enough
here to play the craft.
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF rHE WORK DONE THERE:
What can be said of this shop can generally be applied to all the other
shops at this school. The students are enthousiastic , busy and pleased with
the program. Their work is simple, and at times very traditional, but exhibits
no lack of creative ability. This too is a good place to learn the basics of
the manipulative processes of metal.
SCHOOL'S SURROUNDINGS:
Nyckelvicksskolan is in Lidingti, a swank suburb of Stockholm. It is
twenty minutes out of town by bus and Subway. The school is in one of Sweden's
most exclusive neighborhoods, and although the school itself is not especially
well kept, it is an unobtrusive and accepted element of the neighborhood.
THE PHILOSOPHY BEHING THE SCHOOL:
Nyckelvicksskolan was originally a Malmsten dream. It was to be a large
school, a folkhighschool , teaching the Malmsten curriculum of the arts, the
crafts, gardening, domestic cooking and home care. A community to the south
of Stockholm expressed the desire to support the school and the land necessary
for the project was donated. Malmsten submitted his plans for the school and
it was drawn up by one of Sweden's finest architects. The school got no
further than the drawing board, however, when the funds needed to build the
school could not be raised. Malmsten did manage to hold some summer courses
there in existing buildings, but gave up the project to start Capellagarden.
Malmsten teachers from these summer courses then moved up to Lidingi) and
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established Nyckelviksskolan in one large house. The school has since overflowed
its one building and has acquired another house in the same neighborhood.
The school today doesn't at all resemble the Nyckelviksskolan Malmsten
envisioned, and although a goodly number of the teachers here were Malmsten
acquaintances and Malmsten trained, the Malmsten influence is not felt here.
This school exists for the purpose of introducing people to the basics of
the crafts. Its program allows the student to try his or her hand in each field
decide upon a favorite, and then pursue it a bit further. Advanced training
in a craft must be gotten elsewhere, but Nyckelvik's graduates are seriously
considered as applicants at Sweden's more advanced schools.
Nyckelviksskolan is a unique school in many respects. The staff here are
truly responsive to the needs of the students' creative development. Although
the students attend scheduled classes for the sake of organization, the class
structures are informal, ideas and opinions are freely exchanged, and the
students are free to advance as they are able. The teachers are in constant
contact with the students as advisors, rather than as switch weilding, petty,
authoritative pedagogues. The school has managed to do away with the traditional
means of student evaluation in Sweden, which was bad news, and instead writes
personal evaluation reports about its graduating students. The evaluation is
comprised of the students' attendance to classes, their attitudes towards their
work, their competence in school and personal reccommendations . This objective
evaluation of its students is one of many progressive elements of this school.
Even the more academic subjects are not taught by the traditional means of lecture
and test. Art history, for example, is taught informally in seminar groups
whose members are similarly inclined in a crafts field, and the group's study of
art history touches upon those aspects of the subject that most interest them as
craftsmen in that crafts field. These methods may not sound so terribly innovative
In these times of the open classroom and experimental education, but no other
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crafts school in Sweden pratctises these more progressive, humanistic and flexible
methods .
THE STUDENTS* OPINIONS OF THE SCHOOL:
Almost without exception the students of this school praised its program,
its staff and its ideals. The students enjoy their independence and suffer no
lack of guidance. They feel free to express themselves as individuals through
their own work and style. Nary a derogatory word could be pried out of them
about their school. It is no wonder that the Nyckelviksskolan students
encountered In more advanced institutions were, more often than not, unhappy
with their change in atmosphere.
This is a good school for one who is interested in the crafts in general,
but has had no previous experience. It is unfortunate that so wonderful a
school does not offer more advanced training, but it has neither the facilities
nor the space to accommodate the additional responsibilities.
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STENEBYSKOLAN
(boarding school)
660 10 Dais Linged
Sweden
telephone: 0531 400 33
OFFERING: textiles, woodworking, blacksmithing , silver smithing, and basketry
STATUS OF FOREIGN STUDENT APPLICANTS:
Foreign students have no special status here, unless entrance as a foreign
student doing independent work can be arranged for with the director of the
school. Otherwise foreign students apply just as the Swedes do. No knowledge
of the language is required prior to acceptance, but it is of considerable help,
few instructors here speak English.
APPLICATION INFORMATION:
Application is made on the school's special form which can be obtained by
request via mail. The office staff does speak English and will be able to
answer any questions the applicant may have about the school. All the printed
information about the school is in Swedish. The applicant must have sompleted
hlghschool before he or she will be considered for acceptance. Application
to blacksmithing and the furniture program are due before February fifteenth.
Application to shorter courses should be made a month in advance.
SCHOOL YEAR CALENDAR:
The school year begins the first week in August and ends the first week
in June. The short courses last five weeks, and so every five weeks students
change courses, or having gotten what they had come for, leave. A month is
taken off for Christmas and a week for Easter. Blacksmithing and furniture
majors get a week off in February.
COURSES OFFERED:
BLACKSMITHING: four year course
twelve students
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PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. smithing (35 hours/week)
a. forging
b . tooling
2. Swedish
3. math
4. gym
5. drawing
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To train smithies that can take on work as individual craftsmen, teachers
or studio assistants.
PREREQUISITES FOR ACCEPTANCE TO PROGRAM:
No previous experience is necessary, but application to the program
must be made prior to February fifteenth for the year that begins in August.
SHOP FACILITIES:
The shop is comprised of five rooms. There are several small materials
and tool storage rooms, a bench and machine room, welding room, and a forging
room. This shop is extremely well equipped with the necessary hand tools
and tooling machines for not only smithing, but the fabrication of any metal
item Imaginable. There are several industrial metal lathes, milling machines,
drill presses, two forges, a hydraulic forging press and plenty of air driven
hand tools.
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
This shop is physically and psychologically a pleasant place to work.
The students enjoy their work but don't appear to be in any hurry to get it done.
The work done here is traditional Swedish iron work, hinges, candlelabras ,
fence gates and the like. There is nothing apecial being done in this shop.
They don't accomplish much in their four years time here. Technically they
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are competent enough, but their work shows little imaginativeness or creative
ability.
FURNITURE MAKING:
four year program
twelve students
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. woodworking (35 Sours/week)
2. Swedish
3. math
4. drawing
5. gym
PROGRAM'S AIM:
The aim of the furniture program is to make cabinet makers of the students,
To prepare them to be individual craftsmen, teachers, or designers.
PROGRAM'S ENTRY PREREQUISITES:
No previous experience required to enter as a first year student. A
foreign student doing independent work should have at least two years' previous
experience before applying.
SHOP FACILITIES:
This shop is comprised of a temperature controlled veneer room, large, well
lit machine room, instructor's office, comfortable bench room spray room, hard
ware storage room and tool maintenance room. Each student has his own bench
and set of decent hand tools. There are more than sufficient clamps of all sorts.
The machine room is a veritable factory. The school has:
1. pneumatic drumsander
2. 6' panel sander
3. 4' x 8' hot, hydraulic veneer press
4. jig saw
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5. ban saw
6. edge sander
7. 700,000 RPM overhead router'
8. stand router
9. 14" panel table saw
10. automatic feed production shaper
11. 12" rip table saw
12. two 4' lathes
13. tenon cutter
14. 8* and 18' joiner planers
15. 24' thicknesser
16. rough stock radial arm saw'
17. large lumber kiln
18. various grinding sheels and ban saw blade sharpening machine
19. 2 drill presses
20. conventional square hole and water type mortisers
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The shop is large, well lit, blessed with lots of windows and a scene of
the birch tops. It is a woodworkers dream come true. Few shops anywhere can
boast of the facilities this school has.
The students work is technically good to excellent, but notably dated design
wise. There is little original work being done here and lots of reproduction
of magazine furniture pictures and old design drawings from years past. Such
facilities deserve better use. The students are allowed to produce their own
designs if they so please, so any capable student with t/ome Initiative and
creative ability will find this shop's environs agreeable, but won't have
much competition for the honor of being the most creative in the shop. They
too accomplish little here in four years. It is not a terribly industrious
atmosphere, but pleasant enough to work In.
ACCESSORIES WOODWORKING:
five weeks in duration
twelve students
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. carving
2. turning
3. simple joinery
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PROGRAM'S AIM:
To familiarize the students with the craft and to help prepare them
as crafts counselors and therapists.
COURSE PREREQUISITES:
No previous experience required.
SHOP FACILITIES:
The shop is small but well lit and comfortable. There is a bench room
with two lathes, sander and ban saw, wood storage room and mill room containing
a table saw, joiner planer, thicknesser and veneer press. The hand tools for
common use are numerous and each student gets a set of planes for personal use.
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The atmosphere of this shop can best be described as healthy. The students
are busy, busy, busy, take twice as long for coffee as is allowed and produce
some very beautiful little wooden things. The main activities of the shop
are turning and carving bowls and hand scoops of all sorts, and these items
tend to be the most successful. Small stools and tables are also made but these
aren't half so engaging to the eye as the smaller items. Little preliminary
drawings of each project are prepared, but the things coming out of this
shop are more the spontaneous results of hand and eye co-ordination than
anything else, and thus tend to be the best things produced in the school.
This course is well worth even a master cabinet maker's time, just to make
him aware of the beautiful little wooden things one can make.
TEXTILES i
twenty weeks In duration
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PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. weaving
2. weaving theory
3. printing
4. drawing
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To provide the foundations in the craft with which one can go onto seek
further training as a teacher, crafts counselor or studio team member.
PREREQUISITES FOR ACCEPTANCE TO PROGRAM:
No previous experience required.
STUDIO FACILITIES:
Enough Swedish looms of every size and description to go around and a well
stocked
materials'
room.
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The students keep theselves busy here, and, in general, are happy with
the program. However, only traditional Swedish weaving is undertaken, anyone
entertaining thoughts of doing any art hand weaving had best stay clear of
Steneby. Anybody wishing to learn the basics of weaving and becoming familiar
with the traditional Swedish patterns, will get a kick out of Steneby.
SILVER SMITHING:
five week course
twelve students
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN!
1. smithing
a. basic holloware work
b. copper enameling
c. technique studies and projects
(1). fabrication of different chain patterns
(2) cutting and filing exercises
(3). forming the ball and concave and convex ring
2. rendering
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PROGRAM'S AIM:
To provide the students with the basic knowledge of the craft and to
help prepare them as craft teachers and therapists.
PREREQUISITES FOR ACCEPTANCE TO PROGRAM:
Mo previous experience required.
SHOP FACILITIES:
The shop is small but well lit and well equipped. There is a bench room,
a soldering area, a buffing room and a well stocked storage room. Each
student has a bench to work at and a box of tools to use. There are numerous
planishing hammers and form irons for general use.
SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The atmosphere of this shop is warm friendly and industrious. The students
in the five week courses generally work hard to get as much out of the course
as they can in the short time allotted them. The work done here is surprisingly
good considering they have but five weeks to work in the craft. They learn
cutting and filing technique, soldering, a little about enameling, of chain
types, simple jewelry and a bit about holloware. This course is an excellent
introduction to the craft. Anyone with an interest in the crafts in general,
but has no previous silver smithing experience, will enjoy this course.
BASKETRY:
five weeks in duration
twelve students
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN
1. basket fabrication
2. wickering technique
PROGRAM'S AIM :
To help prepare the student become a home craft teacher or therapist.
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PREREQUISITES FOR ACCEPTANCE TO PROGRAM:
No previous experience is required.
SHOP FACILITIES:
Basketry is taken in a common classroom as the craft requires no special
facilities other than a sink, drying oven, needle and thread and the like.
NATURE OF THE WORK BEING DONE THERE:
Among overly discerning craftsmen the art of basket making has long been
considered with but derision. However, any craftsman of any field would do
well to take this course and familiarize himself with the processes of
basketry. It stands as a craft of itself, but compliments all the others
nicely. The work done here is extremely handsome. This is one five week
course well worth pocketing.
SCHOOL'S SURROUNDING:
The major part of the school lays in the center of little Dais Linged. If it
were to be ten more feet to the left, or to the right, it would almost be at the
edge of town. The town is not really that samll, but the school is rather
large and its students are a significant portion of the town's population.
Langed stretches out along the Dalsland canal, at one time the only shipping
route from Norway to points west through Sweden. The canal is no longer in
service as it was intended. The many factories along its many miles dump waste
freely into it, and so today the canal is badly polluted, and as the canal links
several large lakes together, these lakes are likewise polluted. Sometimes,
when the wind is right, the unpleasant odor of the canal wafts up through the
town.
Dais Linged is in Dalsland, a province of Sweden that borders southermost
Norway. The province is nearly mountainous in character and has more lakes and
ponds than any other part of Sweden. The view from Langed is beautiful. It is
of pine forests and steeply rising hills for as far as the eye can see. The view
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from these hilly forests back towards town is, however, quite different. The
lumbermen have been in the area and there are wide swaths of denuded woodlands
and bulldozer tracks throughout the hills surrounding town. Stay in town
and look out and you won't be disappointed.
Langed is spread along the edge of the main road through town, and it is
a long walk from one end of town to the other, as the town is much longer
than it is wide. There are several small grocery stores, three clothing stores,
two yarn goods stores, a really fine hardware-sports shop, coffee house, two
bakeries, movie house, the school, post office, paint store, two banks, railway
station and so on. Little Langed has just about everything a crafts student
would want materials and tool wise. The students' biggest complaint with the
town is that there is nothing to do here. What this really means is that the
nearest liquor store is thirty miles away. Langed has uncommon lots to offer
for a town its size really. If you are a skiing enthouslast there is a
three mile long, night lit cross county ski trail, and a small slalom hill
with a rope tow. Norway is not far off by train and the best skiing in
Scandinavia is not too far from Langed. There are two movies in town every
weekend, a dance now and again, a skating rink, indoor pool, and the school
plans some activities to try to keep the students busy. The shops are open
some nights for students to work in, there is a school choir, folk dance
class and a co-ed volleyball tournament.
The town Is serviced by both train and bus, and although it's a bit
out of the way, big towns are not far away by the transportation available.
Oslo Is four hours away by car, Gothenburg two and a half hours by train
and numerous other smaller cities aren't far off by bus or car.
THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE SCHOOL:
In 1930 Erland Borglund, a teacher for Malmsten at Naas, left Malmsten
to start his own woodworking school in Steneby. Why he left Malmsten or in
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what way Stenebyskolan is connected to Borglund today is unknown to the author.
The school catalog says that it was founded in 1954, a good twenty four years
after Borglund founded Steneby. This probably means that Borglund 's
Steneby became a state run school in 1954 and that Stenebyskolan really was
founded back in 1930.
The director of the school today was a teacher for Malmsten at one time
or another at one place or another, but the school is state run and it bears
no resemblance to Capellagarden or Nyckelviksskolan. There is no clear
founding philosophy behind the school that the author is aware of. The
school just goes on its merry way turning out crafts therapists, cabinet
makers, and basket weavers. Under the circumstances the school hardly requires
some founding ideology to ignore or follow faithfully as the case may be.
One makes things with his hands at Steneby, he does it because he is told to,
or wants to.
THE SCHOOL'S ATMOSPHERE:
The physical plant in itself is comfortable enough. The school is on a
hillside and there are many steps to be gotten up and down, Jjut these serve
to balance off with the everpresent potato that is serves at every Swedish
meal. There are two TV's, one for each Swedish chanel, and student lounges
and coffee pots enough to suffice, whatever students don't fit into the
school's limited dorm facilities are spilled out into boarding room houses
all over Linged. It is a long walk to school for some.
Some students appear to suffer from the lack of things to do evenings,
as there is no homework from academic subjects of any sort to keep them
occupied. It is a rare Swede here indeed, that finds pleasure in long hours
with a good book or sketch pad. They are, for the most part, plain folk,
just out of highschool and seeking vocational training, or older people,
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just looking for something to do with their free time. The school is no hot
bed of intellectualism, but it can be an engaging atmosphere if one chooses
to make it so. Te ratio of males to females is one to five, so the
fellows find it a bit more interesting a place than the gals.
THE STUDENTS OPINIONS OF THE SCHOOL:
Few students here feel really positively towards the school. They
complain of having nothing to do outside of class. They think the director
an old fudd, are dissatisfied with the rigidity of the instruction, and
dislike faculty members as personalities. Some complain of the void of
true creativity in the school, very little very handsome work is produced
here. Yet, a student body that is so unimaginative so as to not know what
to do with its free time, can hardly be expected to be creative in class.
Despite the student body's negative opinions of the school, the author feels
that a truly Imaginative, creative person, will thrive here. The facilities
are here, and the means of extra curricular diversion numerous. It is
true that the faculty exhibit little creative genisqj themselves , they are at
best competent technicians. They are, after all, products of the same
system they now teach in, but the freedom of movement granted in some shops,
notably the woodshops, will satisfy the inclinations of most aspiring craftsmen.
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KONSTINDUSTRISKOLAN
(day school)
Kri8tinelundsgatan 6-8
411 37 Gdteborg
Sweden
telephone: 20 87 65
OFFERING: Industrial design, ceramics, textiles, woodworking, and metal and
plastic production
STATUS OF FOREIGN STUDENT APPLICANTS:
Foreign students may apply to this school as special gust students
or for the schools formal four year program, just as the Swedes must.
Guest student status lasts only one year and the applicant must have completed
three or four years training in that field that he or she wishes to apply to.
Knowledge of Swedish is not stated to be required, but it is suggested that
the applicant have a working knowledge of a Scandinavian language (Danish,
Norwegian or Swedish) . Although proficiency of the language is not required
here, it really is necessary if the student is to be able to take advantage
of this school's vast resources.
A portfolio of twenty to thirty slides showing drawings, paintings and
three dimensional work is required. If the applicant is to apply to the
formal four year program he must be on hand at the school in mid May to
take the entrance examination. If the applicant applies as a special student
his status at the school is determined by himself and the school director.
The independent student will be expected to fulfill a modicum of school
requirements and then will do independent work for the rest of the year. This
independent work usually takes on the form of one large, comprehensive project,
APPLICATION INFORMATION:
Application is made on the school's special form and a certain amount
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of information about the school is available in English. Included with
the application should be:
1. official proof of age
2. transcript from school last attended
3. recommendation from last employer if available
4. portfolio
5. itemization of previous related school and practical experience
Exemption from required courses can be acquired by examination given
by the instructor of the course in question by request. The student
must also show proof of actual previous experience. Change of majors can
also be arranged for by examination.
Application should be made by mid May.
SCHOOL CALENDAR:
The school year begins the third week in August, breaks for Christmas
the third week In December, reopens the second week in January and closes the
first week in June.
COURSES OFFERED:
INDUSTRIAL ART PROGRAM:
four years in duration
fifty students
covering: furniture and interior decor design
ceramics and glass design and fabrication
metals and plastic production
advertising and graphic design
textiles
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
This is a comprehensive four year program that covers every aspect of
the industrial designer's profession imaginable. Independent work done in
any of the crafts studios can be arranged for only as a special guest student.
The general four year program has three phases:
1. an orientation to the industrial design profession
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2. art training and studies
3. product design, fabrication, and distribution
The first three years of the program are spent following the formal program,
and the fourth year is devoted to specialization in a craft or art.
ORIENTATION TO THE DESIGN PROFESSION:
1. industrial organization programs and method studies
2. professional design methods
3. relevance of the field to society
4. history of the prcfession
5. lectures by professional designers
6 . sociology
7. psychology
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To familiarize the students with the field they aspire to become members
of. To introduce them to the production, disttlbution and design aspects of
the field.
ART TRAINING:
1. figure drawing
a. drawing of the nude and clothed figure
b. whole figure and detail drawing
c. the figure in an environment and situation
d. pencil, charcoal, and pastel technique
This course is to familiarize the student with anatomy, human line, form
and proportion, to encourage artistic interest and develop the ability
of visual expression.
2. three dimensional and ornamental design
a. study of line, form, volume, space, rhythm, proportion, symmetry
contrast etc.
b. pattern, ornament, decoration
c. texture atad structure
d. static form and transformation
This course is to teach the student three and two dimensional design
concepts, develop creativity, sharpen the student's powers of observing
the visual world and to familiarize the student with design materials,
develop aesthetic sense as well as to train them in the various material
manipulative processes
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3. photography
a. the study of the history of photography
b. camera and darkroom instruction
c. light and lighting technique
d. mounting methods
e. color photography
f . graduation and contrast of film and paper studies
g. reproduction techniques
The aim of this course is to give the student the basics in photography and
to acquaint them with the possibilities of the uses of the field and Its
applications to the design profession.
4. color study
a. the physical, physiological, and psychological aspects of color and
color groupings
b. study of color systems and theory
c. rules for blending or mixing color
d. color and pattern
e. practical exercises
This course familiarizes the student with the natural color system, devised
systems, and develops the student's color sense.
5 . graphics
a. the historical, artistic and technological aspects of graphics
b. material study, technique and practical excercises
c. orientation to industrial production techniques
d. graphics as an art form
e. the linoleum and wood print
f. line and tone
g. experimentation with color and paper
h. introduction to lithography and silk screening
This course gives the student a background in the different artistic praphic
methods and technical processes. It develops their feel for illustration
and pictorial expression and a knowledge of pictoral reproduction.
6. art history
a. the study of western painting and architecture from the Egyptians
to the 1800 's
b. study of the arts after 1800
c. historical analyzation of decorative and crafts art
d. art theory and critical analyzation
This course is meant to give the students a feel for the development of
the arts through the study of the masters and architecture, and show how
the arts have affected society through the ages.
7. model making
a. form study in plastic materials, reproduction of a model, the figure
and figure parts, relief, and sculpture in the round
b. study of proportion and foreshortening in three dimensional forms
c. composition and material suitability
d. ornament form study - positive and negative relief
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This course Is meant to develop the students' interest in the three
dimensional, develop his or her powers of observation of the three
dimensional and to make them aware of the possibilities of artistic
expression in the three dimensional as well as to familiarize them with
modelling materials, plastic substance and product design.
8. orthographic projection
a. technical terminology and definitions
b. plane geometrical constructions
c. parallel projection - scaling up and down
d. perspective systems
e. shading
This course is designed to train the student to render technically,
teach them plane geometry theory and technical perspective drawing
methods .
9. environment design
a. environmental questions, yesterday and today
b. population development and economics
c. general plans, detailed plans and traffic plans for social groups
d. house types
e. interior types - communitcation in the habitat
This course's aim is to train the student in environmental design,
environmental planning and habitat design, as well as to call to the
attention of the student the elements that compose different environments
- the office, hospital, home, etc.
10. drawing and painting
a. knowledge of materials: paper, paints, canvas, etc.
b. painting techniques
c. freehand perspective: history, theory and practical studies of front
and askew perspective through the study of interiors and exteriors
d. color blending
e. black and white and color technique
f. graphic representation
g. symbolic representation
This course's aim is to train the student in artistic representation of the
existing and non-existent, develop their interest in the fine arts and
encourage the growth of personal style.
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PRODUCT DESIGN AND DISTRIBUTION:
1. communications theory
a. analyzation of communication models
b. selective perception
c. exposition
d. label communication
e. practical exercises
This course gives the student a background in communication theory
while he or she studies actual communicative models, methods, and
techniques .
2. material and technique (three weeks in each craft)
a. workshop planning and organization
b. shop safety studies
c. study of the use of different materials
d. designation, quality judgement and handling of production materials
e. study of the manual and machine processes and product construction
f . production history, product types and product function
These courses provide the student with the bare basics of production
materials and fabrication techniques in wood, metal, plastic, ceramics
and glass. It is intended to familiarize the student with the
characteristics of the production materials, its limitations and
possible uses.
3. typography
a. classification of print types
b. printing facilities
c. communication technique
&\>. decorative typography
e. type in informative texts
f. type in combinations and presentation technique
This course is meant to provide the student with a basic knowledge of
typography, familiarize them with type faces, and how they are utilized
in graphic communication and relate to product advertising.
HOP FACILITIES:
open: 7:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. Monday - Friday
DRNITURE AND INTERIOR DESIGN:
The wood shop is small and not over equipped, as are most wood shops across
:andinavia. There is sufficient machinery here to handle any job imaginable
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for the experienced woodworker. This shop features a rather large vacuum press
for plastic molding, as well as the more common woodworking machines.
The bench room Is crowded but well lit and there are plenty of decent
hand tools to go around. The drawing room adjoins the bench room and accommodates
ten persons comfortably. The work done here is imaginative and well designed.
The construction of most of the things made there is poor, but in three weeks
one can hardly expect to gain any experience in ttee craft before the next craft
is taken up in another shop. Design is stressed and little attention is paid
to fabrication. Whether or not an experienced woodworker would gain anything
here is questionable.
CERAMIC STUDIO:
The ceramic studio is beautiful. It is up in the roof tops of Gothengurg
and Its many windows look out over the town. There Is a throwing room of ten
kick wheels, good glazing facilities and a firing room that houses two
electric kilns. There is limited kiln space, but no more room in the studio
for more. The work done here is technically well done and some of it quite
handsome, but conservative. An experienced potter might very well find this
a good shop to settle down into for a year's independent study, but isn't
liable to find any outstanding crafts personalities here.
TEXTILES STUDIO:
The textile studio is large and consists of three rooms: a materials
stockroom, handweaving room and industrial loom room. The materials room is
very well stocked, there are numerous Swedish looms of every shape and size in
the hand weaving room and there are four old mechanical industrial looms in
the third room, but they are seldom used. Only those who are interested have
to learn to use these monsters. Fourth year students specializing in textiles
here have an excellent program. The material print room is not adjacent to
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the studio, but is well equipped.
They silkscreen warps, make tapestries, design clothes and do textile
sculptural pieces in this studio. One or two loom benches boast books on Gaudi
and most of Sweden's most progressive weaving Is probably done in this studio.
A weaver doing independent work here could conceivable have a good time of it
and have access to those industrial looms, which aren't too common in schools.
SCHOOL'S SURROUNDINGS:
Konstindustriskolan is in the middle of Gothenburg (Gtiteborg) , the
second largest city in Sweden. The city has an abundance of art, crafts,
historical and scientific museums as well as several theaters, moviehouses,
fine restaurants and what not. Gothenburg hosts such notable cultural
entourages as the Bolshoi Ballet, Jethro Tull and Exseption, Europe's hottest
rock group from the Netherlands. The city is large, clean and rich in
culture and tradition. Gothenburg is services' by all means of modern, inter
national transportation.
THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE SCHOOL: Gothenburg School of Design
"-a school with
tradition"
"-a school in touch with the
present"
The Gothenburg School of Arts, Crafts and Industrial Design was founded
in 1848. At that time the folk art and handicrafts were suffering from the
first attack of the industrial era. The founders of the School considered it
essential to inspire and educate talented poung artists to keep the tradition
living and flourishing. Today the Gothenburg School of Design, as it is now
called, is building on the tradition of handicraft in combination with know
ledge about the modern technical industrial processes. The aim of the school
is primarily an education of designers
for mass production, but there are also
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possilibities to specialize in handicrafts. The School considers the artistic
ability as a basis for the training. To that the School adds a comprehensive
training in various crafts, at the same time giving complete orientation in
industrial working conditions and economic requirements."
SCHOOL'S ATMOSPHERE:
The school takes up the whole of a large, impressive, gothlc styled
building. A new wing and court yard have been added on to the back expending
all possible space for expansion, except for going up. The complex is cold
and Imposing when considered as a whole, but there are comfortable niches
and hideouts throughout the school. The student lounge, designed and furnished
by the students, and the various shops and studios are comfortable enough.
Study groups are held down to a dozen per class except for the lecture
courses that lend themselves to being taught to larger groups. There is a
healthy amount of exchange of ideas and constructive criticism in the class
room. It is here in this school that most of Sweden's most talented crafts
students are gathered. In general they are a creative, hard wokring lot.
These characteristics are a part of every good craftsman and these characteris
tics are next to singularly peculiar to this school in all of Sweden and
Norway.
THE STUDENT'S OPINIONS OF THE SCHOOL:
Generally, most of the students are happy at this school. They work hard
to get in, and even harder to stay in. A lot is demanded of them as they must
be good at everything or out they go, yet they don't complain of the work load.
Rather they complain about individual teachers, some of whom they feel are
excellent artists, but poor teachers. A few of the students expressed dis
pleasure with the rate with which they are allowed to progress. Some students
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are more talented than others, or tmve had more previous experience than others.
These more advanced students complain of being held back by the regimens of the
program. Petty competition among students was also cited as a negative element
of the school atmosphere. As schools go this one is held in high regard by its
student body.
Konstindustriskolan is one fo the few schools the author has encountered
in Scandinavia that encourages, in fact demands, the development of truly
creative individuals. Although the school program is rigid, it allows for
some measure of personal growth and provides the student with the means with
which he can best express himself. Such well trained individuals, once free
of the school's environs, become Sweden's best designers and designer-craftsmen,
as is most often the case with the potters and weavers. This school is
definitely the one to get into in Sweden for the very capable art oriented
crafts student.
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KONSTFACKSKOLAN
(day school)
ValhallavHgen 191
115 27 Stockholm
Sweden
telephone: 67 95 50
OFFERING: interior decoration, ceramics, textiles and metal working
STATUS OF FOREIGN STUDENT APPLICANTS:
Foreign students can apply to this school as one year guest students doing
independent work, or to the school's formal four year program. In any event,
competence in Swedish and two or three years previous experience In the field
being applied to is required before acceptance is considered. Four months
of conscientious study of the language in Sweden will provide the background
needed. Applicants are reviewed by a student and faculty committee, their say
is final. Competition getting into this school is tough, seven percent of
the applicants are accepted. Artistic ability is most highly regarded in an
applicant. A portfolio of twenty to thirty paintings and or drawings or slides
of three dimensional work is required of every applicant.
APPLICATION INFORMATION:
There is an application fee of ten crowns, or about two dollars. Application
should be made by April. Any further information abouth the school may ge
obtained from the school by request. There is some school literature available
In English.
SCHOOL CALENDAR:
The school year is thirty two weeks long, it begins in September and ends in
May. A month is taken off for Christmas, a week for Easter and a day or two off
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for various other national holidays.
COURSES OFFERED:
Students in each major field of study take certain subjects that are required
of everyone in the school, in addition to the subjects in their respective fields.
These subjects common to every crafts major fall into three categories:
1. practical experience studies
a. design theory
b. actual exercises and projects
c. lectures, seminars and guest speakers'
d. psychology
e. economics as pertains to the field
f. mechanical drawing
g. perspective drawing
h. professional rendering
2. orientation subjects that compliment the practical training
a. art and environment history
b . anatomy
c. typography
d. color theory
e. material familiarization
3. free development projects, meant to develop artistic ability in the
student
a. design and color problems assigned
b. figure drawing
c. two and three dimensional design
d. experimentation with light, sound and movement
The study organization of the school is somewhat unique. There is no fixed
curriculum that is followed from year to year and grades as such aren't taken
seriously at all. As of 1972 the first year students all got C*s, irregardless
of their ability, the second year students B's and the third year students A's.
"Each class has an assigned teacher or hand leader who is responsible for
all arrangements but does not always teach the classes. The teacher and
students together choose and invite in experts to give lectures and often to take
part in the discussions after the presentation of completed assignements. Classes
are almost always presented in seminar form with a good deal of give and take
between the students and
lecturers."
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Assignments can take many forms and students may often present their
material in any medium they choose although some assignments are more
rigid."
"The curriculum is planned in detail by the teacher responsible for each
class after discussion with the other teachers and with the students. To date
the curriculum outline has always been based on the previous years study plan
and expecially on the resume and evaluation compiled by each class and their
teachers at the end of each year".
"At the moment grades are set by general agreement between the teacher
and students and are exactly the same for the whole class. In the case of
students who do not satisfactorily complete the course no grade is given,
although every student is encouraged to make up missed assignments or improve
the quality of his work before this point is reached. Work is currently in
progress on a study handbook which will allow students to take and receive
credits for classes given in other departments and allow a more specific
gradation o the student
work."
TEXTILES:
The textile department is divided into three fields of interest:
1. industrial textile design
2. near milieu or intetlor decoration
3. clothes design
PROGRAM'S M:
The department for textile design has two basic alms; to familiarize students
with the craft's techniques and materials and to make them aware of the more
complicated milieu design problems.
The textiles design training includes composition exercises, design or
pattern theory, experimentation with weaving, printing,
milieu design problems
and habitat studies.
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STUDIO FACILITIES:
The textiles studio is large and well equipped. The materials stockroom
Is well stocked and the print room is equally utilitarian. The place is well
lit, clean and a pleasant place to work.
STUDIO ATMOSPHERE AND NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The students here are, for the most part, enthousiastic and industrious.
The program's flexilility demands more of them as individuals than the
traditional school system does. These students have no grades to make, as they
can expect to get what everyone else is. The students motives for advance
are personal initiative and self fulfillment. Some of their work is quite
extiting. Some beautiful clothes, handsome room Interiors and decent art
hand weaving comes out of this studio. An experienced weaver doing independent
work here could enjoy his or her time spent here immensely.
CERAMICS AND GLASS:
four year program
five students accepted yearly
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
This program provides possibilities of study for students of several
different interests. Included in the program are studies of all the production
materials available at the school. The main aim of the program is to train
product and milieu designers, but thete are possibilities to specialize as
designer-craftsmen or industrial production specialists. The training includes
practical work with ceramics, glass, plastics
and other production materials.
The school Itself has no glass works, but takes
lectures at factory facilities.
STUDIO FACILITIES AND NATURE OF THE WORK
DONE THERE:
The ceramic studio consists of
several different rooms. There is a clay
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mixing room with a dough-type mixer and pug mill, two small throwing rooms with
a dozen kick wheels between them, a decent glaze room, spray booth for glaze
spraying and a general purpose room for seminars, porcelain painting and coffee.
In addition there is considerable gas and electric kiln space.
The work done In the shop is technically well done as well as well designed.
The author Saw no actual glass or plastic work, but the items shown in the school
catalog are exceptionally handsome. This school has an excellent reputation in
the industrial design field in Sweden, and with good reason. Any experienced
potter or industrial design oriented person would benefit tremendously from a say
here.
INTERIOR DESIGN (woodworking):
Program Breakdown:
The emphasis of this program is on interior design. The program's studies
entail independent projects in furniture and house Interior problems, design of
various environments, design techniques, and material and theoretical studies.
The little furniture that is actually produced here usually gets thrown
down a flight of stairs or out a window to test its structural strength. Students
are not expected to pay for the materials for these structural strenth problems.
The program's studies
include*
:
1. seminar on "our near milieu"and field trips
2. drawing board and phototechnlque
3. fundamentals of wood and metal working
4. handicap seminar-students are required to spend two days trying to get
about town in rented wheel chairs (schools, apartments, offices, etc.)
lectures by the handicapped
5. community planning
6. room function
7. color and form
8. older housing
9. home equipment and furnishing
10. the house as a whole
11. social anthropology
12. planning a classroom
13. modelling
14. studies of existing architecture and many more
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The first three years are spent taking these semi-formal courses and seminars.
The fourth year is reserved for a thesis project.
"Examples of fourth year projects: Renovation of an old apartmenthouse in
Stockholm; Exterior planning of a prefabricated small house area; Motion picture
on city planning as It affects the 'little guy'; Proposal for extended usage of
school buildings: Renovation of a 'protected' (historical monument' school for
a modern curriculum; Plan for a new museum and studies of exhibition techniques;
Replannlng of an existing workshop, taking into consideration niose, lighting,
color, material
etc..."
Independent students entering in the fourth year may specialize in furniture
design and fabrication if they wish, but the school is better suited to ceramics or
textiles studies.
SHOP FACILITIES AND NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The wood shop is large and well lit and consists of three rooms - machine and
bench room, plastics room and spray room. The benches are in with the machines
which is unfortunate Indeed. The machine noise is so loud and unrelenting so
as to make work at the benches uncomfortable. There are hand tools enough and
clamps enough to go around and sufficient enough machines to please the most
discerning of woodworkers, but it just is not a good place to work. This depart
ment, of this school should be the most comfortable, well conseived environ in
the school, but it ain't. There are plastic molding facilities here, however,
and a faculty familiar with the molding processes. A furniture student can pick
up a lot about tubular and plastic furniture here, but little time or effort
is actually devoted to furniture making. The students slap together prototypes
but seldom do a finish job on anything. Their design is good to excellent and
their rendering ability superb, but their craftmanship execrable.
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THE SCHOOL'S SURROUNDINGS:
The school is in Stockholm and accessible by all means of modern trans
portation.
THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE SCHOOL:
Konstfackskolan was founded in 1849 in the center of Stockhom as a hand
wokers school. It has undergone a number of physical and philosophical trans
formations since then. The school adopted its present day philosophy in 1945
and its current physical plant at the edge of town In 1959.
The school claims that it "gives the students the opportunity for personal
development in the professional training the various departments represent,
presumably enabling them to cultivate their own creative talents in the social
order. The Instructor includes In his program theoretical studies and practical
work, material studies and processing, analyzation of the social, technical and
artistic aspects of product design and milieu problems. The training familiarizes
the student with approaching problems as an individual, and as a member of a
group .
"
"The school's organization and resources allows for the possibility of
individual development and the specialization of study within the school's
accredited
program."
"The student body is kept in close contact with society and the smaller
cultures their studies are related to, by going on field trips, contact with
guest speakers - experts in the field, realistic project problems outside of the
school and co-operation with practising design
firms."
The school exists for the purpose of training interior decorators, designer-
craftsment, industrial designers, and teachers. It, on the whole fulfills its
reason for its existence with a good measure of success.
SCHOOL'S ATMOSPHERE:
Konstfackskolan is a square peg forced into a round hole. The school just
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plopped itself down in a building that wasn't built to hold it, and spread out
as far as it could within its walls. The building just is not suited to housing
the school. Departments are placed helter skelter all over the place, through
no fault of the school staff. The space available is utilized as sensibly as
possible, but the building is better suited to being an office block. It is
easy to get lost In this building, which makes it seem bigger than it really is.
There is no sensible traffic pattern running through it at all. It is peculiar
that an interior design school is in such a building. Little renovations are
continually being made about the place to make it easier to get about in it.
Nothing short of ripping the guts out of the place will ever make it just right
though.
The school's atmosphere is conducive to working providing one can find
where he belongs when he comes to school in the morning. Every place Is well lit
and well equipped. The students work in small groups and the teachers rapport
with the students is great. The exchange of ideas and criticism is free, there
are no holds barred. There are some extremely talented people here and some
average students as well, but nothing in the way of the mediocre. This school
produces some very exciting things, it is dirt cheap to stay in tuition wise,
lunch is free, and the opportunities for making something of oneself numerous.
The freedom given the students is unusual for most schools anywhere, but doesn't
quite approach the independence granted Nyckelvicksskolan 's students. Konstfack
skolan is however, responsible for covering the ground necessary to prepare its
students for specific professions. A certain amount of organization and formality
must be retained for the school to fulfil its obligations to the student.
Although the school is not solely crafts oriented, the possibilities for
specialization in ceramics, textiles and furniture exist. It Is a good school,
and one of two of Sweden's best, the other being Konstindustrlskolan, but
considerably more freedom is given to the student in Stockholm than in GBteborg.
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STUDENTS" OPINIONS OF THE SCHOOL:
Yes, well some students are very happy here, and then there are those
that
are not. The school naturally attracts more tempermental artistic types,
whose
patience with institutions of any sort is short. All things being considered,
the school stands in reasonably high regard by the student body. Some complain
that the school's program hinders their artistic development, but others don t
feel this way at all, and so it was with every complaint expressed. There were
those who agreed, and those who did not. Regardless of the students
r
opinions,
there is no better school in Sweden in which to study the crafts and product
design.
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KUNSTRAANDVAERKER and KUNSTINDUSTRISKOLAN
(day school)
Kunstindustriskolan
Ahlefeldsgade 2
1359 Copenhagen K
Denmark
telephone PA 1 ae 2258
OFFERING: ceramics, textiles, furniture design
STATUS OF FOREIGN STUDENT APPLICANTS:
Foreign students can enter this school as guest students for one year, or
as full time, four year program students. Instruction is given in Danish and
all applicants must be Danish speaking. A portfolio of twenty to thirty
slides, photos or drawings is required. IA11 information about the school Is
in Danish.
APPLICATION INFORMATION:
No application due date is specified in school information. Aplicants
must be at least eighteen years of age and must have completed the equivalent
of a highschool education. Applicants applying as guest students should have
already completed at least two years training in that field to which he or she
is applying. Further information is available from the school by request.
SCHOOL CALENDAR:
The Fall term begins the third week in August and the School closes the
fourth week in May. Holidays are not given in the school brochure.
COURSES OFFERED:
Textiles, ceramics and furniture design are all three or four year courses.
The first two year's program is mandatory. During these two years Instruction
is given in:
1. drawing - still and life
2. two and three dimensional design (16 hours/week)
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3. study of color
4. crafts design and technique (15 hours/week)
5. economy as perains to the respective field (2 hours/week)
6. creative sources design (6 hours/week)
7. sociology
TEXTILES:
fourteen students
three and four year programs
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. fashion design
2. fabric design
3. weaving
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To prepare the students as team members in a textiles studio, as individual
designer- craftsment or as designers for industry.
STUDIO FACILITIES AND NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The textiles studio is large and well equipped for weaving and printing.
There is also a well stocked materials room at the school. No students were
present during the author's visit to the school so little can be said of the
working atmosphere of the studio. However, the work on the looms and in the
show cases exhibited both considerable creative and technical ability. The
textiles work done here appears to be more industrially oriented with the
emphasis placed on fabric design, rather than art hand weaving. Some the clothes
designed here are beautiful.
Off hand, this studio looks like a good place to learn the garment design
angle to textiles field. The studio is open for only forty hours a week however,
so there is little time to be spent working there during the week.
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CERAMICS :
fourteen students
four year program
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. technique - throwing, hand building, mold construction, and slip mold
production
2. glaze theory
3. firing practices
4 . geometry
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To prepare the students as studio potters, individual craftsmen or
industrial ceramicists.
STUDIO FACILITIES:
The studio consists of several different rooms, the throwing room which
houses fifteen kick wheels, two rooms filled with electric, natural gas and
oil fired kilns, a handbuilding room, and a clay mixing room. There are
extensive mold making facilities as well. The ceramics facilities are, in
short, excellent.
STUDIO ATMOSPHERE AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The studio is physically comfortable, well lit, spacious etc...The work in
evidence was of the production sort. Little really free or progressive istuff
if being done here except in the hand building room. The emphasis is placed on
production ceramics.
The work here is of excellent technical quality, but typical of most mass
produced ceramic products. The students here are not happy as production
ceramics can be very tedious. Turning out hundreds of the same pot or saucer
is just another factory job, and fosters no creative ability or enthousiasm In
the students. They complain of this bitterly here. The studio is open only
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forty hours during the week and the students stay in the school only so long
as is required of them. There is little enthousiasm generated here for the
craft. This shop will suit the production potter perfectly.
FURNITURE DESIGN:
fourteen students
four year program
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
1. material technique
a. simple wood joinery
b. plastics technique - vacuum forming
c. glass and metal working
2. orthographic projection
3. geometry
4. furniture construction - form, structure, function
PROGRAM'S AIM:
To train professionally competent interior decorators, architects assistants
and industrial designers.
SHOP FACILITIES:
The furniture design shop facilities are limited. There is a crude small
wood shop, and the rudimentary facilities for producing prototypes of industrial
product designs in plastic, metal and glass. There are several well lit and
well equipped drawing studios. A technician is employed by the school to assist
the students in producing products designed.
THE SHOP ATMOSPHERE AND NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
The atmosphere of this department is not oppressive, but it is far from
enthousiastic. The
students'design and rendering work is good and some are
possessed of a real talent in the field, but as the program's aim is to produce
architect's assistants, most students from here become little more than capable
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draftsmen. This shop is a good place to sharpen up one's design and, in
particular, rendering ability.
THE SCHOOL'S SURROUNDINGS:
The school is in the middle of Copenhagen and accessible by all means of
modern transportation. Access to Denmark's finest crafts design is a factor in
favor of living in Copenhagen. Showrooms bulge out at the walls with displays
of beautiful furniture, hclloware, silverware, glass and ceramics. Den
Permanente, Bella Huset and The Scandinavian House, just to mention a few, all
have excellent exhibitions of current Danish crafts items. Copenhagen is a
wonderful city, as cities go, and unquestionably the crafts center of all of
Scandinavia.
ATMOSPHERE OF THE SCHOOL IN GENERAL:
This school is no hot bed of enthousiasm, no inspiring environment or crafts-
qjens' haven. Some students here are openly uncommitted to their craft, a
deplorable situation. The school is open thirty six hours a week, and that is
as long as most students here are willing to stay. Yet, despite the unfavorable
atmosphere of this school, some very good work comes out of here. Furthermore,
students doing independent work here are not required to fulfill the objectives
>f the formal programs,, so guest students are a happier lot than the four year
students.
CHE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE SCHOOL:
No founding philosophy as such is stated in any school literature available
:o the author. However, the school is plainly industrially oriented. Every
lepartment emphasizes either production technique or design. The staff of the
ichool expressed the concerns characteristic of most Scandinavian crafts educators:
:hat handsome, well made crafts items must be readily available to the public,
ind in order for these beautiful objects to be readily available to the public
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in general, they must be mass produced. The author assumes then, that the
school exists for the purpose of maintaining the high standard of quality
characteristic of the mass produced Danish crafts products.
STUDENTS' OPINIONS OF THE SCHOOL:
This school rates low in student opinion, as ratings go. They complain
of the suppression of their individuality, as the victims of the industrially
oriented instruction. They complain of the actual atmosphere of the place, a
product of their own attitudes toward their work, and they, in general, have
very little to say of a positive nature about the school. Still, this school
is worth attending for what it does offer in industrial oriented crafts design
and production.
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THE ROYAL DANISH ACADEMY OF ART
-SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE-
(day school)
Department of Furniture and Interior Design
Kongens Nytorv 1
IK - 1050 Copenhagen K
Denmark
telephone: 126860 ext. 302
STATUS OF FOREIGN STUDENT APPLICANTS:
"Instruction may be followed either as a student or as a guest student
(hospitant). Danish citizens receive priority consideration. Eligible for
admission to the basic training program are candidates holding one fo the
following (Danish) degrees: Matriculation Esamlnation, H.F.-Advanced Pre
paratory Esamination, Entrance Examination to the study of Civil Engineering,
Building Technician's or Building Constructor's Examination.
Eligible for admission as guest students (subject to financial and other
limitations) are: candidates enrolled at other schools of higher learning who
wish to supplement their studies by taking part in the basic training program;
and candidates who have already completed basic training, but who wish to
supplement it by advanced studies in one of the subjects of the School of
Architecture."1**
APPLICATION INFORMATION:
No specific application requirements are stated in the "1972-1973 Curriculum
and Course
Catalogue." However, acceptance is determined by committee, a portfolio
is required, as well as proficiency in Danish and previous experience in the
furniture field, if applying as a guest student. Contact the Department of
Furniture and Interior Design for further information.
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SCHOOL CALENDAR:
"The school is open on weekdays from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M., on Saturdays from
9 A.M. to 4 P.M.
In case the school is to be used after closing time, a written application
must be filed with the Information Center no later than 12 o'clock, so that
guards may be Informed. Similarly, if parties or other arrangements are to be
held at the school, a written application must be filed with the Administration
Office no later than 3 days ahead of the scheduled date, so that guards and
other personel may be informed.
School Holidays (1972-1973): Christmas Vacation, December 21 through
January 3; The Queen's Birthday, April 16; Easter Vacation, April 18 through
24; Day General Prayer, May 18 and 19 and Constitution Day June 5.
The school year runs from August 1 through July 31. "19
PROGRAM BREAKDOWN:
"Instruction at the School of Architecture is based on an annual list of
courses. From this list, the student may freely select his courses and activities
and make up his individual curriculum. In addition, the individual student or
group of students may plan and carry out studies and projects in collaboration
with the teachers of the school. The basic training program can be completed
by obtaining the diploma. The Internal, annual curricula of the institutes
are established by the institute
councils."
"Instruction af& research in the field of funiture design. The instruction
includes basic and advanced training of architects and advanced training of
candidates from Danish and foreign schools of architecture and design. The
research includes historical and aesthetic studies and projects in furniture
design, in addition to experiments carried out in connection with the instruction.
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Furthermore, the department offers consultant service for the school and renders
assistance to individuals, concerns, or Institutions outside the Academy of Art.
The activities of the school year 1972/1973 will include:
A. Basic activities: Studies on the topic "The dwelling defined by independent
functions"
- for the first-year students.
B. General activities: Analysis and planning of furniture and Interior design for
a given unit. Design of furniture for possible fabrication at the workshop of
the school. "20
RESEARCH:
"Investigation of the applicability of known materials to the fabrication
of furniture with a view to develop new materials which meet physical and
psychical demands more effectively."2!
LABORATORY OF FURNITURE DESIGN:
"Collection, registration, and processing of material on Danish and foreign
furniture design, primarily in the form of literature, photographs, drawings and
models. Concultant service for students and teachers of the School of Architecture
and for others not associated with the Academy of Art. "22
FACILITIES :
The Department of Interior and Furniture Design is housed in numerous lecture
and drawing rooms. Members of the department have access to the Academy's work
shop, in which there are externsive facilities for wood, metal, plastic and fiber
glass fabrication, but the production of projects designed is generally carried
out by the shop staff. The furniture department is design oriented.
DEPARTMENT ATMOSPHERE AND NATURE OF THE WORK DONE THERE:
An accurate description of the atmosphere of this department should read like
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pages out of Dante's Paradisio. The students here are industrious, enthousiastic,
and just happy as can be. The most talented furniture design students in the
world are gathered here to draw what they want from this school's vast resources.
The positive atmosphere of the department is due, no doubt, to the fact that the
students here are sufficiently mature to take full advantage of their freedom
to do as they wish. This department is emminently suited to the gifted furniture
design student.
SCHOOL'S ATMOSPHERE ON THE WHOLE:
The school takes up several very old buildings in the heartof Copenhagen.
The buildings are well maintained and necessary renovations of failing facilities
are undertaken as projects of the School of Architecture. The physical facilities
of the school are lacking in no respect.
In addition to the positive atmosphere of the physical school there is a
phenomenal positive social atmosphere here. The school undertakes to provide
child day care for students with children, mans an efficient information center,
offers considerable student aid and counselling services, and goes out of its
way to make the school's facilities available to students at all times. It is,
in short a fantastic school.
PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE SCHOOL:
The philosophy behind a school is meaningless unless it affects the students
in some way. The author has not come across a stated philosophy of the school,
but ventures to guess that it simply propounds that the Academy provide the
students with the means by which they can develop their talents, personal style
and individuality in the fields studied. If this be the philosophy of the school,
then its existence is more than justified and its goals more than fulfilled.
STUDENTS" OPINIONS OF THE SCHOOL:
wo*- a Hroffatorv word was uttered about the Academy. "This school is lust
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every
thing,"
was the average reaction of the students whose opinions
of the place
were solicited. Woodworkers might find it a bit frustrating here, but the
school
is otherwise a wonderful place to study furniture design.
